
Sofa for everyone
It would be pretty strange if everyone wanted the same sofa, wouldn’t it? 
That’s exactly why SÖDERHAMN sofa series is based on durable and  
comfortable sections that you can combine any way you like. Are you  
looking for a big sofa or a small one? Do you want a cozy corner to curl up 
in? With SÖDERHAMN you’re free to create the combination that suits you. 

Comfortable in a new way
With SÖDERHAMN we wanted to use materials efficiently and make a really 
comfortable sofa that also has a light, airy design. That’s why we did things a 
little differently than usual and put elastic webbing in the bottom of the sofa. 
It works together with the seat cushions to give a soft springy feeling. To this 
we added a generous seat depth and loose back cushions, so you can always 
arrange your sofa so it’s perfectly comfortable for you.

BUYING GUIDE

SÖDERHAMN
Seating series

MODELS:
One-seat section
Chaise
Sofa section
Corner section
Ottoman
Armrest

Removable cover

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Dry-clean

Can be customized                           
to suit your needs

Includes a free 10-year  
limited warranty. For details 
visit IKEA-USA.com/warranty

A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize 
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide. 

Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by  
visiting IKEA-USA.com. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit  
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.
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COMBINATIONS

SÖDERHAMN Sofa
Overall size: W78×D39×H32⅝".

This combination including cover 
SÖDERHAMN Viarp beige/brown 593.057.06

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta turquoise 991.359.48

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta white 191.352.64

SÖDERHAMN Samsta dark gray 799.022.52

SÖDERHAMN Samsta orange 793.057.05

SÖDERHAMN Sofa with open end
Overall size: W75⅝×D39×H32⅝".

This combination including cover
SÖDERHAMN Viarp beige/brown 093.056.95

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta turquoise 592.828.56

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta white 192.828.63

SÖDERHAMN Samsta dark gray 692.828.13

SÖDERHAMN Samsta orange 193.056.90

SÖDERHAMN Sofa with chaise
Overall size: W73¼×D39/59½×H32⅝".

This combination including cover
SÖDERHAMN Viarp beige/brown 893.057.57

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta turquoise 392.828.95

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta white 092.829.05

SÖDERHAMN Samsta dark gray 392.829.61

SÖDERHAMN Samsta orange 693.057.58

SÖDERHAMN Sectional, 4-seat with chaise and open end 
Overall size: W112¼×D39/59½×H32⅝".

This combination including cover 
SÖDERHAMN Viarp beige/brown 393.058.25

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta turquoise 692.829.88

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta white 792.842.94

SÖDERHAMN Samsta dark gray 492.843.18

SÖDERHAMN Samsta orange 693.058.24

SÖDERHAMN Sectional, 3-seat corner   
Overall size: W75⅝/75⅝×D39×H32⅝".

This combination including cover 
SÖDERHAMN Viarp beige/brown 593.058.91

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta turquoise 092.844.43

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta white 892.844.58

SÖDERHAMN Samsta dark gray 992.844.67

SÖDERHAMN Samsta orange 793.058.90

SÖDERHAMN sofa series consists of sections that can be used freestanding or 
combined into various shapes or sizes. This flexibility makes it easy to tailor a sofa 
for your own needs, home and lifestyle. 

One tip is to use our planning tool to explore possibilities. 
You can find the tool at an IKEA store and at IKEA-USA.com/planningtools

SÖDERHAMN Armchair
Overall size: W41⅜×D39×H32⅝".

This combination including cover 
SÖDERHAMN Viarp beige/brown 693.297.64

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta turquoise 791.356.52

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta white 591.335.69

SÖDERHAMN Samsta dark gray 599.021.92

SÖDERHAMN Samsta orange 393.297.65
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SÖDERHAMN Sectional, 5-seat
Overall size: 114⅝×114⅝/39×32⅝".

Total price incl. cover 
SÖDERHAMN Viarp beige/brown 893.059.03

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta turquoise 991.359.53

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta white 791.352.75

SÖDERHAMN Samsta dark gray 099.022.17

SÖDERHAMN Samsta orange 093.059.02

SÖDERHAMN Sectional, 4-seat with open end
Overall size: W114⅝/75⅝×D39×H32⅝".

This combination including cover 
SÖDERHAMN Viarp beige/brown 393.058.49

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta turquoise 392.843.85

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta white 592.843.94

SÖDERHAMN Samsta dark gray 492.843.99

SÖDERHAMN Samsta orange 193.058.50

SÖDERHAMN Sectional, 4-seat with chaise 
Overall size: W114⅝×D39/59½×32⅝".

This combination including cover 
SÖDERHAMN Viarp beige/brown 593.058.34

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta turquoise 792.843.50

SÖDERHAMN Finnsta white 492.843.61

SÖDERHAMN Samsta dark gray 992.843.73

SÖDERHAMN Samsta orange 293.058.35



Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and armchairs 
so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s ability to 
resist abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it against 
another fabric while applying firm pressure. A fabric that can 
take 15,000 cycles is suitable for furniture that must withstand 
everyday life at home — and if it can take more than 30,000 
cycles, it is very resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are sensitive 
to sunlight, which is why we also check that our fabrics resist 
fading effectively.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability of our 
fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story. Durability also 
depends on materials, construction and manner of use. Heavy, 
tightly woven fabrics with a flat surface are most resistant to 
abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture of natural and synthetic fibers 
can withstand abrasion better than fabrics with only natural 
fibers. Yarn-dyed fabrics are more durable than fabrics with 
printed patterns. And a dirty cover wears out faster than a clean 
one. The fabric is also affected by how you use your sofa of course.

ALL THE PARTS 

Ottoman Armrest One-seat  
section*

Corner  
section*

Chaise* Sofa section** 
Three-seat

Width×Depth×Height 36⅝×36⅝×15¾" 32¼×2⅜×20⅞" 36⅝×39×32⅝" 39×39×32⅝" 36⅝×59½×32⅝" 73¼×39×32⅝"

Complete with cover

SAMSTA dark gray
SAMSTA orange
FINNSTA turquoise
FINNSTA white
VIARP beige/brown

Extra cover

SAMSTA dark gray
SAMSTA orange
FINNSTA turquoise
FINNSTA white
VIARP beige/brown

• SAMSTA: Durable microfiber fabric with a sanded look and a soft feel. Machine washable.
• FINNSTA: Heavy cotton and polyester mix with a nice texture. Yarn dyed with a slight two-tone effect.  Machine washable.
• VIARP: Cotton/polyester. Machine washable.
* One lumbar cushion is included
** Two lumbar cushions are included. 
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Valid as of January 1, 2022 posting. Prices and availability of products are subject to change  
without notice. Please see IKEA-USA.com or your local IKEA store for the most up to date pricing.

IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled by you. That way, you’ll save the most money. But if you would like some 
help, we can offer a range of services. Assembly and delivery services are fulfilled by an Independent Service Provider. Contact your 
local IKEA store or visit the IKEA website for details: IKEA-USA.com/services

SERVICES

DELIVERY SERVICE TASKRABBIT ASSEMBLY SERVICE

Most of our products are designed and 
packaged so that you can take them 
home yourself. If you prefer, we can 
arrange for delivery of your purchases 
directly to your home or business. Same 
day, next day or same week deliveries 
are available. We can also arrange for 
delivery at a later date if you would like.

All IKEA products are designed to be 
assembled by you, but you don’t have 
to. We’ve partnered with TaskRabbit 
to connect you with a network of 
independent ‘Taskers’ who can provide 
quick and convenient assembly and 
mounting services for your IKEA 
purchases made online and in stores. 
You can schedule assembly service  
for as soon as the same day, with  
the Tasker of your choice. Visit  
TaskRabbit.com/IKEA or see a  
co-worker for more details. 

Services and prices may vary, please see IKEA-USA.com/services or talk to us in your local IKEA store.


